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WITH platform

◉ API mashup
■ Europeana
■ Digital Public Library of 

America
■ Rijksmuseum
■ British Library
■ Historypin etc 

◉  Federated and Faceted 
search

◉ Compliance with EDM

◉ Collaboration & reuse 
services 

◉ Aggregate cultural objects
◉ Organise cultural resources
◉ Create exhibitions
◉ Share creations
◉ Tag cultural content
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Creating & Editing 
Collections
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WITH search
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EUropeana Import
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Creating & Editing 
Exhibitions
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Edit & preview 
space



CrowdHeritage introduction

Crowdsourcing Platform for 
Enriching Europeana Metadata
Ad-hoc crowdsourcing 
campaigns
➔ Period when targeted users 

are encouraged to add and 
validate specific 
annotations
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Annotation
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◉ A note/comment associated with 
a resource, without modifying 
the resource itself

◉ User can add, modify or remove
◉ Layer on top of the existing 

resource
◉  W3C's Web Annotation Model



Crowdsourcing Web Spaces

Collection presentation

Targeted users will be able to 
navigate through selected 
collections of cultural records.

Metadata presentation

Metadata included in annotations 
will be presented along original 
metadata on the UI.

Annotation add

◉ Semantic tagging
◉ Image tagging
◉ Color tagging
◉ Geotagging
◉ Suggestion of missing 

metadata values

Annotation validation

◉ Upvoting annotations
◉ Downvoting annotations
◉ Suggesting corrections
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Color tagging
Find dominant 
colors in fashion 
artifacts!
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Semantic tagging
Select terms from 
linked thesauri
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Geo tagging
Drop pins to 
countries or 
locations in the map 
that represents the 
picture
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Gamification

★ Leaderboards ★ Scores ★ Rewards ★ Achievements ★ Badges
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Metrics

★ Progress ★ Contributor 
count

★ Annotation 
count

★ Daily contributions ★ Contributor 
locations
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Template-based Campaign Editor

Web editor for designing and launching crowdsourcing campaigns with customizations:
◉ Cultural resources

→ Europeana import
→ Other external resource import
→ Direct upload to Platform

◉ Description of the campaign objectives
→ Duration
→ Stakeholders and sponsors

◉ Presentation features
→ Color themes
→ Banners
→ Type of annotations and interactions

◉ leaderboards and prizes



CultureLabs: Recipes for Social Innovation

 

CultureLabs
Cultural Heritage Institutions

Civil Society

Community - immigrants

Public administrations

➔ Gain access to and contribute resources 
related to participatory projects

➔ Organise participatory projects
➔ Engage with communities
➔ Collaborate with other stakeholders

➔ Methodologies and tools for integrating 
CH as part of their social services 

➔ Collaborate with CHIs
➔ Address disadvantaged communities 

needs

➔ Learn about CH maintained by 
CH institutions

➔ Raise awareness about their own 
CH and identity

➔ Integration and social inclusion
➔ Gain an active role in society

➔ Establish collaborations with CHIs and 
civil society organisations

➔ Exploit outcomes a means for inclusion 
and intercultural understanding

➔ Design innovative policies for social 
innovation via CH
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Role of ICT
      ICT for inclusive government and novel experiences with CH



withculture.eu
crowdheritage.eu

Any questions?
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